Trane®
ProSpace™ PTAC

Recognized for Excellence

Around the world, the hospitality industry trusts Trane® to deliver the ﬁnest air comfort and quality to their
properties. Investors, industry executives, staff, and guests recognize and respect the Trane brand. It has
earned a reputation for superlative performance, in-depth expertise, and reliable service. The Trane
ProSpace™ PTAC brings these qualities into each and every room of a hospitality property.

The Keys to Comfort

Comfort: The Core of the Business

Peace & Quiet

• Quiet Comfort System for

In a hospitality property, comfort isn’t just a

The Trane ProSpace PTAC doesn’t just deliver reliable

convenience. Comfort is a revenue stream. A

temperature management, it also enhances the room

comfortable room gratiﬁes guests; it frees the

with individual humidity control, sleek aesthetics,

valuable time and attention of staff; it enhances

and most importantly— ultra-quiet operation.

brand image; it attracts customers; it contributes to

Guests, staff, and managers rave about the

long-term proﬁt. Trane ProSpace PTAC doesn’t just

exceptionally quiet performance of the Trane

run in a room, it runs at the heart of your business.

ProSpace PTAC. It creates a peaceful atmosphere in

Reduced Noise Levels
• Humidity Control for Individual
Air-Quality Management
• Wireless Thermostat and Remote
Control Ready
• Sleek, Unobtrusive Design Blends
with any Decor

For reliable temperature management, quiet
operation, individual humidity control, and sleek
aesthetics, there’s no better choice than Trane
ProSpace PTAC. It operates efﬁciently. It performs
reliably. It is backed by a best-in-class warranty.
That’s comfort, in every sense of the word.

every room of a hospitality property. Trane ProSpace
PTAC doesn’t just deliver peaceful operation, it also
delivers peace of mind.

Smart Savings

Thousands of Products. One Source.

With Trane® ProSpace™ PTAC, you get a

Trane offers the largest HVAC product portfolio in

premium brand unit at a competitive price.

the hospitality industry. Whether you are replacing

High efﬁciency technology lowers operating

a single PTAC unit or making a large multi-product

expenses. The best-in-class Trane warranty

purchase for new construction, Trane is the single

guarantees service, covers repair costs, and

manufacturer to meet all your needs. No more

protects your investment

juggling multiple suppliers and outlets— Trane
provides complete job quotes, quick turn-around
times, and extensive availability.

On Your Desktop. On the Go. Everything You Need to Know.

Use the Trane Mobile TOPSS™ app or the Trane 360™ desktop app to access information on Trane
ProSpace PTAC units.
Mobile TOPSS™�is a cutting-edge product information delivery system designed to provide what
you need, wherever you need it. Mobile TOPSS is a cloud based, interactive website application
with a mobile responsive framework and a mobile device friendly user interface. Visit www.Mobile
TOPSS.com�today where you can use your existing ComfortSite account to log in or request access
for new users.
The Trane 360™ app provides you with accurate information right at your ﬁngertips. From
rooftops to coffee shops, you can look up product information, access product literature, check
nearest parts locations and available product inventory and view your order history. Trane 360™
brings together the websites and information you need all in one place. Visit
www.trane.com/trane360 to learn more.

Visit Trane.com/prospace to learn more.

Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating comfortable, sustainable and efﬁcient environments.
Our people and our family of brands—including Club Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Thermo King® and Trane®—work together
to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings; transport and protect food and perishables; and
increase industrial productivity and efﬁciency. We are a $13 billion global business committed to a world of
sustainable progress and enduring results.
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